BACHELOR'S FIELD
fronts of motorcycles, act to deflect airflow around components that cause drag. A truck's boxlike configuration maximizes cargo space, but it is far from aerodynamically efficient. A truck's front end creates 66% of the total drag, according to the LLNL report, while the trailer axle and wheels contribute 18% and the trailer body 16%. Using its computational fluid dynamics modeling capabilities, the lab has developed improved designs for trailer underbody and wheel fairings, trailer skirts, and "boat-tail" rear plates, structures that reduce drag from low pressure at the rear of the trailer.
The fuel-economy improvements attained in the collaboration appear to surpass what the partners had first thought possible. Their goal, according to Salari, was to reduce by 25% the drag encountered by trucks at 65 miles per hour in order to achieve a fuelefficiency gain of 10% to 15%. If that target were achieved and the improvements adopted by the entire US 18-wheeler fleet, the country's petroleum con sumption could be reduced by the equivalent of 130 midsize tanker ships per year, according to the US Department of Energy.
A total of $3.4 million has been spent
